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Remove Old Files

What's New in the Remove Old Files?

Remove Old Files is a software application that comes packed with secured cleaning options for helping you free up some space
from your computer. It removes old files or makes an archive and deletes the original ones. This cross-platform utility sports a
clean GUI that allows users to set up different tasks, by specifying its name, working directory, applying mask values, and
assigning a job. When it comes to cleaning operations, you can pick from different jobs, namely delete old files permanently,
move the items to the Recycle Bin, make an archive and delete the original ones, move or copy the files to the specified folder,
or enable the logging process. Additional features give you the possibility of including subfolders, deleting empty folders,
keeping the files with the specified file format, and rewriting the existing items. Furthermore, you can create exclusion lists with
files and folders to be ignored, and schedule a cleaning process by specifying the day and hour. The program keeps a log with
details about all the processes (archived, deleted, moved and copied items) and possible errors. You can filter the results by date
and perform different searches. Other configurable settings enable you to archive files with the specified file extensions, limit
the number of simultaneous running jobs, play sound notifications or send messages by email when the program detects errors,
critical disk space and others. Plus, you can view statistics for different months of the year. All in all, Remove Old Files gives
you a hand whenever you need to get rid of old files quickly and with minimum effort. Details: Remove Old Files is a software
application that comes packed with secured cleaning options for helping you free up some space from your computer. It
removes old files or makes an archive and deletes the original ones. This cross-platform utility sports a clean GUI that allows
users to set up different tasks, by specifying its name, working directory, applying mask values, and assigning a job. When it
comes to cleaning operations, you can pick from different jobs, namely delete old files permanently, move the items to the
Recycle Bin, make an archive and delete the original files, move or copy the files to the specified folder, or enable the logging
process. Additional features give you the possibility of including subfolders, deleting empty folders, keeping the files with the
specified file format, and rewriting the existing items. Furthermore, you can create exclusion lists with files and folders to be
ignored, and schedule a cleaning process by specifying the day and hour. The program keeps a log with details about all the
processes (archived, deleted, moved and copied items) and possible errors. You can filter the results by date and perform
different searches. Other configurable settings enable you to archive files with the specified file extensions, limit the number of
simultaneous running jobs, play sound notifications or send messages by email when the program detects errors, critical disk
space and others. Plus, you can view statistics for different
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System Requirements For Remove Old Files:

- Windows XP SP3 - Windows Vista SP2 - Windows 7 - Windows 8 - Windows 10 The minimum system requirements for the
mod is 600 x 512 pixels for the desktop (or 1024x768 on a high-resolution screen) - 1600x900 minimum for the videos (or
1280x720 on a high-resolution screen). The mod needs approx. 25mb video memory on a 2GHz PC. To avoid problems when
running in the desktop mode, the Mod should not be closed until the player exits to
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